DRIVING ASSISTANT PLUS

Driving Assistant Plus automatically maintains your desired speed, lane, and distance to the vehicle ahead making partly automated driving possible. Driving assistant plus includes advance systems that assist with control of the vehicle while the driver maintains operation of the vehicle. The driver is expected to keep hands on the steering wheel to maintain vehicle control.

Driving Assistant Plus includes camera and radar-based driver assistance systems: Active Cruise Control, Speed Limit Information, Speed Limit Assistant, Lane Keep Assistant and Steering Assistant, allowing for ultimate comfort and awareness while driving. The information is then displayed on the instrument cluster.

KEY FEATURES

**ACTIVE CRUISE CONTROL WITH STOP&GO FUNCTION:** adjusts the speed of the vehicle automatically, if necessary, to a standstill, to maintain a safe distance to the vehicle ahead. Maximum speed is set by driver.

**SPEED LIMIT ASSISTANT:** system detects changes in the speed limit and driver can update the Active Cruise Control set speed to this new speed limit by pressing the "Set" button on the steering wheel.

**LANE KEEP ASSISTANT:** supports drivers by warning them if they are unintentionally straying from the lane using lane departure warning in form of a steering wheel vibration, and a steering intervention that pulls the vehicle back from the lane marking into the lane.

**STEERING ASSISTANT:** supports the driver in keeping the vehicle in the center of the lane using the lane markings and the vehicle ahead while providing an acoustic warning reminds the driver to keep hands on the wheel.
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DRIVING ASSISTANT ACTIVATION

The MODE button is accessible on the steering wheel.

The driver may alternate between the **Keep distance** and the **Assisted Driving** feature by pressing on the MODE button. The Keep distance MODE will use **Active Cruise Control with Stop & Go** to maintain your vehicle's distance to the vehicle in front. The Assisted Driving MODE will use both **Active Cruise Control with Stop & Go** and **Steering Assistant** to assists the driver in keeping the vehicle in lane by initiating corrective steering interventions if required while maintaining the distance to the vehicle ahead of yours.

“SET” speed.

Set the speed for cruise control.

Control the MODE.

Disclaimer: Use of the system does not remove the responsibility of the driver to assess visibility, traffic conditions and to intervene when needed. The driver should always use caution to reduce the risk of accidents.
DRIVING ASSISTANT PLUS.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS.

1. **What is Driving Assistant Plus?**
   
   Driving Assistant plus uses camera and radar-based driver assistance systems to automatically maintain your desired speed and the distance to the vehicle ahead, and centers the vehicle in the lane.

2. **What are the requirements for Driving Assistant plus?**

   Driving Assistant Plus is available on selected 2022 and newer vehicles. The availability of this feature depends on the hardware installed in your BMW. To confirm whether this is available on your vehicle, visit the Connected Drive store at https://www.bmwusa.com/mybmwconnecteddrive

3. **Is there a distracted driver safety feature built in to Driving Assistant Plus?**

   Yes. The driver's attention is monitored by capacitive hands-on detection in the steering wheel. Use of the system does not remove the responsibility of the driver to assess visibility, traffic conditions and to intervene when needed. The driver should always use caution to reduce the risk of accidents.